A Constitutive Representation for Lineal" Aging, Environmental-Dependent Viscoelastic Materials. This study is concerned with developing a constitutive law for aging and environmental-dependent materials. The development rests on the assumption that the mechanical properties of the aforementioned materials can be mathematically represented by a functional of the strain and environmental histories, and this functional depends on the present time and the time the material is created. This constitutive assumption leads to two equivalent integral forms of the constitutive law after asserting that the functional is linear in the strain history. The first form of the integral law contains a material response functional analogous to the creep and relaxation functions of classical linear viscoelasticity. The second integral law has the same basic mathematical form but the physical interpretation of the mechanical response functional is different. It is demonstrated that both forms of the aging law reduce to the same non-aging law which is the usual starting for an analysis of only environmentaldependent materials. In the Appendix an operator algebra is presented for convenience in manipulating the integral laws for aging materials.
Introduction
The integral constitutive equation for linear viscoelasticity can be obtained heuristically by standard arguments for constructing superposition integrals. The derivation of such laws for linear non-aging environmental independent response was put on a firm theoretical basis in 1962 by GURTI~ and STER~E~G [1] . They made fundamental assumptions about the constitutive equation which enab]ed them to deduce its integral representation from appropriate theorems. In 1960, 5~O~LA~D and LE~ [2] developed a constitutive equation for linear non-aging response which can be influenced by variations in temperatures. After developing a representation for the relaxation function for a certain class of materials which includes the effect of temperature variation, they constructed the integral constitutive law by the usual superposition arguments. Recently, STOUFrE~ and WI~A~ [3] considered the general theory of the constitutive equation for linear non-aging materials whose response is effeeted by variations in the environment. Basic assumptions were formulated from which the integral representation for the constitutive law was deduced. In this way, the existence of a environmental dependent relaxation function was shown. A possible form of this dependence was derived for a class of materials which includes that considered by ~r and L~]~.
The theory of the constitutive equation for linear aging materials appears to be less developed. The cons~titutive equations for aging materials presented in the book by A~UTY~YAN [4] and the excellent review by SAOKMAN [5] are derived using heuristic superposition integral arguments. SACK~A~ briefly discussed the influence of environment but did not include its effect in the constitutive equation. The purpose here is to lay down basic assumptions for linear aging viscoelastic materials, allowing for envh~ influence, and then deduce the constitutive equations.
The development rests on the constitutive assumption given in section 2 'that the stress tensor is a functional of the s~rain and environment histories, and depends explicitly on the current time and the time the material is created. A trivial application of the time shift aspect of the Principle of Material Frame Indifference shows that there are two equivalent forms for the constitutive equation. In one case, the strain and environmental histories are referred to creation time and in the second they are referred to current time. In section 3, it is assumed that the response functionals are linear in the strain history. This property is first used to establish tensorial properties for the response functional and derive restrictions due to isotropy. It is then used to obtain two equivalent integral representations for the constitutive equation. The physical interpretations of the response functions introduced here are discussed in section 4, along with relations between creep and relaxation properties. For the kind of aging materials for which this theory may be useful, i.e. curing concrete, the 'aging' constitutive equation should approach a 'non-aging' constitutive law for large times. This is easily accounted for, in section 5, by introducing a time beyond which the material response is translation-invariant [1] . That is, after a certain time, if two strains (and environmental) histories differ only by a shift in time, then their corresponding stress histories differ only by that shift. This treats the concept of translation invariance as a property of a kind of material response rather than a version of the Principle of Material Frame Indifference. The landmark work of Gv~TI~ and STEiNBerG [1] introduced an operator algebra for the integral constitutive law which has greatly simplified the manipulations in problems in non-aging environmental independent theory. In the Appendix analogous operator algebras are presented for convenience in manipulating either form of integral law for aging materials.
One final comment should be made regarding this study. The constitutive assumption recognizes that the environmental phenomena may chemically react with the aging material to alter the mechanical properties. The results and discussion may then be regarded as applying to a constitutive equation derived from a theory of chemically reacting mixtures. It is hoped however that such a complicated theory may not be necessary for some aging materials, such as perhaps curing concrete. Instead, relaxation or creep tests could be carried out in various steady environments. Then, just as for non-aging environmental dependent materials, the response during time varying environments can be inferred.
The General Constitutive Relationship
There are several time variables which can appear in any constitutive assumption. In this section the manner in which constitutive equation depends on these variables is investigated. To begin, denote a sequence of times which are measured relative to an arbitrary origin. Let t c represent the creation time of the material, t represent the current time, and
represent the running time variable (t c ~_ ~ ~ t).
Time t c also denotes an appropriate beginning of any aging phenomenon that may be relevant to the particular material and process under consideration. This may be the time when the material is made. On the other hand, for problems involving concrete or glue, it may be more suitable to eonsider t c as the time when the material is cast into some shape or spread in a glue line. In any case, t c is the first reference in time and no event prior to t c is considered relevant.
Let aij (x, t) and e~ (x, t) be the components in the same Cartesian coordinate system of the stress and infinitesimal strain tensors of a particle occupying position x at time t in body B and denOte them by 6 and ~ respectively. Next, consider the environmental parameters that can influence the mechanical response of a material; for example, temperature, humidity, concentration, radiation intensity, e~c. Let ~ (x, t) represent the set of all environmental properties of the particle at position x in body B. Assume ~s (x, t) is defined and continuous for all t in the interval [tc, o0). The functions 6, s, and ~ will be called the stress, strain and environmental histories respectively. Assumption 1. The stress at any given particle x in body B at some time t is completely determined by the mechanieM strain and environmental histories at the particle on the interval [t~, t], and depends on the present time t and the creation time tc of the material. Furthermore, if the mechanical strain e = 0 on the interval Its, t], then 6 = 0 on [te, t]. The dependence of ~ on the histories confined to the time interval [tc, t] incorporates the property of non-retroaetivity which is part of the constitutive definition of Gt~T~ and STZR~B~RG ( [1] , p. 303). Further it will be assumed that any strain history may be associated with any environmental history. Any coupling that does occur can be accounted for in the appropriate field equations. Assumption 1 can be characterized by the equation
where ~ is a functional relating a stress history 6(t) to each strain and environmental history ~(t) and ~(t) for every t and tc in (--~, ~). The quantity e(t) represents the mechanical strain history. The constitutive Equation (2.1) contains two time variables t~ and t to represent the aging phenomenon of the material. To determine how these variables are relevant to the model the Principle of Material Frame-Indifference ( [6] , p. 22) can be applied to (2.1). Since the current study is restricted to infinitesimal deformations and is concerned with primarily the temporal aspects of material response only the time-translation portion of the frame-transformation is considered here. This restriction embodies the principle that in a scale transformation of all events, time intervals and the sense of time are preserved.
In order to impose the restriction of Material Frame-Indifference, consider a second set of events occurring a time units earlier than the first. The significant time variables are given by:
and (to' =to--a); (n=l,2), (2.2) while the strain and environmental histories are defined by ~(t') = ~(t --a) = e(t) and (2.3) c~(t') = ~(t --a) = (p(t).
The stress at time t' can be determined from Equation (2.1) as
L ~lt =~e t ~t = tc (2.4) In Equations (2.8) and (2.10) the time transformation demonstrates the fact for measuring material response there is no specific time origin. Thus, the Principle of Material Frame-Indifference is satisfied if the resulting functiona]s depend on the time elapsed since creation t --t c (that is, the "age of material"), and the strain and environmental states occurring during this elapsed time. Since the functionals depend only on the quantities measured between t c and t, t c can be set equal to zero with no loss in generality. Therefore Equation (2.1) can now be written as Equations (2.11) and (2.12) describe two equivalent forms of the stress-strain law. In Equation (2.11) the arguments of the strain and environmental histories are measured relative to the present time. In Equation (2.12) the arguments of ~ and ~ are measured relative to the creation time. For both equations t denotes the age of the material, since t, was chosen as the origin of the time scale. Also note that the last part of assumption 1 now states that if e = 0 on [0, t] then 6' = 0 on [0, t].
Integral Representations for the Constitutive Equation
If the response functional ~ of either (2.11) or (2.12) satisfies the following assumption of linearity in the strain history, then it can be shown that ~ is a fourth order tensor functional and has two integral representations.
Assumption 2. For the phenomena and materials to be considered, ~ is assumed to be linear in the strain history. That is, for every pah ~ of real constants a 1 and a S and each fixed environmental history ~, where the repeated indices imply the usual summation convention. In a second Cartesian reference frame X', the constitutive equation is written Employ the linearity property of ~ and compare Equation (3.6) to (3.2) to obtain
~ii~ [e~l, Qg; : amianiapkaql ~mnpq[Skl, ~; .
X
Considering strain histories where all components are zero except e~l = g, then the equation above becomes
Thus the components of ~ transform as a fourth order Cartesian tensor. For completeness, from the symmetry properties of aij and eij, it also follows that ~j'kl : ~i~kl : ~ : ~'~i~. (3.9) Hence, the assertion of linearity allows the usual tensorial properties of a material response function to carry over to a functional type constitutive law. It is possible to obtain an integral representation for the constitutive equations given in (2.11) and (2.12) if the functional ~ is assumed to be linear in the strain history as defined in Assumption 2 and have the continuity properties defined in Definition 2.2 of Reference [1] . The continuity assumption essentially says that if two strain histories are close in value up to time t, then their corresponding stress states will be close at time t. The non-retroactivity property of Definition 2.2 is implied by the content of Assumption 1.
In stating the integral representation, it will be convenient to make use of an interval on the negative time axis. Let this interval be (--r 0). The strain histories are then assumed to belong to the class of functions which are continuous on (--c~, ~) and zero on (--c~, 0). Recalling Assumption 1, it follows that ~ = 0 on (-~, 0). K6NIG and Mv~ix~]s~ [7] consider a similar functional having all of the above mentioned properties along with that of translation invariance. They prove that the linear hereditary law can be expressed as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral whose integrator is uniquely determined from the functional ~ and is independent of the strain history.
It will be useful to review the essential details of their proof. For fixed t, the generating function ~(~, t) evaluated at some ~ in [0, t] is defined as the value of the functional corresponding to the characteristic function for the sub-interval [0, ~], which can be expressed in terms of the unit step function by 1 (~ --s) for s in [0, t]. It is important to note that this characteristic function corresponds to a strain history s(v) ~ 1 [T-(t-~)] which implies that ~ (~, t) has a well defined physical interpretation. This interpretation will be considered in the next section.
The work of X6~IG and MEIXNER can be generalized to include the environmental history by allowing all possible strain histories for each fixed environmental history. Thus, employing the intermediate result of K6~IG and M]~Ix~]s~ preceding the application of the translation-invariance condition, we infer the following representation of a linear aging environmental dependent stress-strain law.
Let the stress history be related to the strain history by (2.11.) where: (a) e is defined and continuous on (--0o, c~); (b) e vanishes on (--~, 0); and, the functional ~ has the properties of linearity and continuity. Then Equation The results in [7] assert left hand continuity. However, GURTI~r and STEI~-BERG have observed [1, p. 306 ] that a trivial modification of the underlaying proof permits the assertion of right hand continuity which is more convenient for purposes considered here.
The stress-strain law (3.10) can further be specialized by considering the isotropy properties of the material in question. For the full isotropy group the fourth order tensor G can be expressed in terms of two scalar functionals (see, for example, Eqn. (2.34) of [9] ). For the case of non-aging environmental independent linear viscoelastic materials, goGm~s and PIPKI~ [10] , established tensorial represenrations of G for many of the sub-groups of the full isotropy group. The extension of these results to include Equation (3.10) follows directly if the isotropy transformations are valid for each environmental history and are assumed to be independent of the age of the material.
For convenience, assume the material is isotropie and homogeneous. Define the deviatoric stress and strain tensors as According to property (d) following (3.10), 0 may have a jump discontinuity at ~ = 0. By utilizing the theorem on step function integrators and the theorem on reduction of Sticltjes to Riemann integrals [11, Theorems 9.8, 9.9], the constitutive equation in (3.12) can be expanded as follows
s~ (t) = e~ (t) ~ 0, t; ~ (t -s) + f o 0, v,t;~o(t--_os ) d~. (3.13) e~(t --~:) 0
sl, e 1 are corresponding deviatoric components defined in (3.11) and 01 is the shear relaxation functional, s2, ee are the isotropic stress and strain components and ~2 is the dilatational relaxation functional. An alternate form can be derived by integrating (3.13) by parts and changing variables to arrive at
8~(t)=e~(o)O~ t,t; + O~ t-~,~ Tos) --bTd~. (3.14) 0
In the preceding discussion it was assumed that the stress is determined by the strain and environmental histories. This assumption can be reversed, and one could assume the strain is determined by the stress and environmental histories. This amounts to interchanging the roles of 6 and e ~ the preceding development. The counterpart of the relaxation law given in Equation (3.10) is the creep taw
eij(t) = ~(t --~)dt2ijkz ~, t; q~(tzo~ ) .
(3.15) where d t G* denotes the differential with respect to T for fixed t and where G* has properties (e), (d) and (f) mentioned after (3.10). The change in definition of the generating function gives rise to the minus sign in (3.17) and changes property (e) to assert left-hand continuity. The remarks made in regard to (3.10) also apply to (3.17). Confining our attention to isotropic materials, it is sufficient to consider scalar versions of (3.17). In view of the remarks following (3.14), the strain histories in (3.17) may now have jump discontinuities.
0--

For an isotropic material the aging hereditary creep law is e,(t) =s~(t)J~ O,t" ~o s) + s~(t_ ~) 0__~_ j t
According to its property (d), G* may have a jump discontinuity at r = t. Assuming that G* (T, t;~) has a continuous first derivative for ~ in (0, t], the methods leading to (3.13) also can be used to reduce (3.17) to t where J* has the same properties as G*.
fl ~ G*(T,t;qs)dv cr(t) = e(t)G*(t, t; q)) --e(T) ~
Properties of the Model
To investigate the physical meaning of the variables in the generating functionals of Equations (3.10) and (3.17), let the strain history be given by
~(t) = l(t -~). (4.1)
Using Equation (4.1) to evaluate the scalar equivalent of (3.10) gives
('t t ] a(t)=O
t --a, t; q~ ~os) , t > a, (4.2) or(t) =0, t<a.
Thus, 0 t --a, t; ~(t --s) is the stress at the present time t due to a unit step strain that was applied at time a. The quantity (t --a) represents the time that has elapsed since the strain was applied. The relaxation functional 0 can be interpreted as a surface for each environmental history. A typical surface is shown in Fig. 1 . 
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Although (4.3) has the same physical interpretation as (4.2), the argument _a denotes the actual time that the unit step strain was applied. A typical relaxation surface corresponding to G* (r, t; F) is shown in Fig. 2 . In Figures 1 and 2 the curve A B represents the value of the stress (0 or G* respectively) at time t due to a unit step strain applied at values of _a. The curves CD in Figures 1 and 2 represent the stress at different times t due to the a unit step strain applied at time a. Utilizing the physical interpretation given for 0 in (4.2) and G* in (4.3), integrals (3.13), (3.14), (3.18) and (3.19) can be constructed by superposition arguments of the type given in FLffaGE [12] . Equations (3.13) and (3.18) arise by considering the strain history to be approximated by a series of strain pulses. Equations (3.14) and (3.19) arise by considering the strain history to be the limit of a series of step strains. Recalling that the first argument in represents time elapsed since a step strain, the first term in (3.13) implies that G [0, t; ~0] is the instantaneous elastic response due to a unit strain impulse applied at time t. Similarly, G*[0, t; 9J] in (3.18) also represents an instantaneous elastic response.
At this point it is easy to introduce the relationships between the creep and relaxation functions for aging materials2 The relaxation functional in (4.2) may be interpreted as the stress history required to produce the unit-step strain history
(t --a).
Thus, substituting (4.1) and (4.2) into the scalar version of (3.15) yields where the last line follows by integrating by parts and changing variables. Two additional relationships may be calculated from (3.10) when o'(t) = 1 (t --a) and the resulting creep response is s (t) = J (t --a, t) calculated from (3.15). These 1 For convenience in writing, dependence on ~0 is suppressed.
relations can be formally obtained interchanging 0* and ~ in (4.4). They represent four equivalent forms of a Volterra integral equation of the second kind which may be solved for one of the material response functions when the other is determined experimentally. If, say, J is known, the most useful form for finding appears to be that obtained by reducing the first line of (4.4) to the form .3) implies that the stress, and consequently the material properties, depend on the interaction of the aging phenomenon and the environment at all times since the material was made. ~ In a general discussion of concrete as an aging material, SACKMA~ [5] pointed out that an explicit representation for the dependence of relaxation functional (4.2) or (4.3) on the environmental history ~ might be derivable using the corresponding theory for non-aging materials as a guide. Such an approach requires that creep or relaxation measuremel/ts be made at steady environments. For example, [5] contains creep curves measured at various constant temperatures and humidity levels. SACKMA~ considered the possibility that the curves for, say, various temperatures, could be related by translations along a logarithmic time axis, as is possible for non-aging materials. The data also suggests the possibility that these families of creep curves can be related by vertical sealing. The creep function for transient environments can then be derived using relations for steady environments. A general study for non-aging materiMs in which creep functions are related by both vertical scaling and shifts along the log time axis has recently been given in [3] .
In conclusion, we briefly discuss the relative merits of the stress-strain law in forms (3.10) and (3.17) . Note that the law in form (3.10) can be transformed into form (3.17) by letting t --3 = 3' and by equating (4.2) and (4.3), which are different expressions for the stress relaxation history arising from the same step strain history. This is to be expected because the above transformation causes events measured with respect to current time t in (3.10) now to be measured with respect to creation time as in (3.17) . Furthermore, curve CD in Fig. 1 is mapped into UD in Fig. 2 .
As t becomes large, it is reasonable to expect the "aging" laws (3.10) and (3.12) to approach the standard integral non-aging law of linear viscoelasticity. For steady environments, (3.10) approaches this law if 0 (3, t) --> 0 (3). For (3.17), however, G* (3, t) -~ 0 (t --3), and then a change of variables is necessary to get the proper form. A discussion for general environments is presented in Seetion 5.
Since (3.10) can be transformed into (3.17), or vice-versa, a preference for one form or the other should be based on analytical convenience. SAOK~A~ [5] has pointed out that (3.17) has been more convenient to work with. Furthermore, An~UTYUSYA~r [4] has made (3.17) the basis for his study of the mechanics of concrete. In the non-aging theory, manipulations of the integral operator of the stress strain law can be expressed in terms of an operator algebra which has been invaluable in solving problems. Although an operator algebra can be developed for both forms of the law, as is shown in Section 6, (3.12) appears to be preferable because of economy in writing.
Specialization for Non-Aging Materials
Although the constitutive equations (2.11) and (2.12) are intended as the starting point for a discussion of an aging environmental-dependent viscoelastic material, they can also be applied to non-aging materials. Thus, instead of making a specific constitutive assumption for a theory in which aging effects are absent, it is demonstrated that under appropriate conditions, as t becomes large, (2.11) and (2.12) approach a constitutive equation describing a non-aging material. S The environmental history experienced by a particle while aging interacts with the aging process to produce a fully cured (no/i-aging) material with certain mechanical properties.
In considering this transition in more detail, let T be a measure of the time required for the material to become fully cured (T may depend on the inter- The constitutive assumption, as given in (2.1), prescribes the physical quantities which can affect the stress history. We next make an assumption on the nature of this dependence in the cured state. for t >t 0>T>0.
Selecting t o as the new origin for convenience, the constitutive equations (5.3) and (5.4) assume the form of (2.11) and (2.12). In the sequel, e(t) is assumed to vanish for t < 0 and is continuous on [0, oo). Assume ~o (t) is continuous for all times since the curing time.
With the establishment of the above notions, non-aging response can now be characterized. A material is said to be non-aging if the constitutive equation is such that the mechanical response is unaltered by a shift of the strain and concurrent environmental histories with respect to, say, the curing time T.
Given a set of strain and environmental histories ~ and ~ satisfying the above mentioned conditions, define a second set by the relations for all T since the cure time, where "a" is an arbitrary constant. The stress state ~ which results at t --a due to strain history ~ and environmental history ~ is given by, say, (5.3) as t--a t--a 1
~(t--a) ={~ ~(~l);{~ .
LTI=--a ~=-a (5.6) According to the above definition, the material is said to be non-aging if the stress states which result from equations (5.3) and (5.6) are identical; i.e., d(t --a) =-6(t). The constitutive equation is said to be translation invariant (see [1] ). This condition together with (5.5), leads to the following restriction on ~ :
e(vl); ~~ t = ~ e(~l q-a); ~(T 2 + a); t --a .
Letting a = t --~, ~ being an arbitrary constant, and defining v~ --~ = --s,, n = 1, 2, Equation (5.7) can be written as
Since $ is arbitrary, ~ cannot depend explicitly on time t. Thus, for translation invariant, environmental dependent materials, the viscoelastic response can be characterized by the functional relation e( _--0sl);~(t--s2);t =~ ~(t--sl) ;~(t-%);t-a .
Thus it can be seen that the constitutive functional ~ is independent of the explicit time variable t since the constant a is arbitrary. The constitutive equation as implied by (5.9) is identical to (5.8).
The resultant stress-strain law for a non-aging material, Equation (5.8) , is the usual starting point for an analysis involving only environmental effects. Many such studies have been carried out for both temporally constant and transient environments. Some examples of this work are given in References [2] , [3] , and [13] .
To establish the properties in (a), use the fact that the functions ~o and ~0 appearing in (6.2) and (6.3) have properties given in Definition 2.
The first operational property stated in (b) is analogous to property (b) of Theorem 1.2 in [1] . The proofs are identical, both resting on an application of the theorem of integration of Stieltjes integrals by parts [11, Theorem 9-6] for fixed t; followed by a change of variables and noting the property that ~o (--~, t) = 0. The proof of the second part of (b) is similar. Integrating by parts, noting that @(s, 0) = 0 by property (b) of Definition 2, and that io(--c,, t) = 0 gives 
(6.9)
Expanding the Stieltjes integrals in (6.9) according to relations developed in (g)
; }
q~(t--s,t) F(O,t)-F 7(t--v--s,t--z) o~(T,t) dz d/(s) O~ 0 t t
=~(o,t) f ~,(t-8, t)e/(8)+/(o) ~o(t-~,t-r) ~(~'~) dr (6.1o) t t--s -]-if q~(t-T-8't-ru ~ d/(S)ds dTds. 0 0
Interchanging the order of integration, the double integral can be rewritten as t
-~-~2(0, t) f q)(t --8, t) d/(8) --o;
/I } + q:(t--T,t--T)/(O)+ f(t--3--a,t--~)e/(s) d8 0~(~,t)dr. .~ ds ~ O
Again utilizing (g), 01 can be written as Stieltjes integrals:
l=~o(O,t) ~(t--s,t) d/(8)+ cp(t--r--s,t--r) dl(8) Or
--o; 0
/I; } = ~(t -~ -8, t -3) dr(8) dw(7:, t). --a
In terms of the notation defined in (6.2), (6.3), 01 can be expressed by (fl~ * d~t) * d/ = (q:t * dr) 9 d~.
